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“Give the pupils something to do, not something to

learn; and the doing is of such a nature as to demand

thinking; learning naturally results.” ― John Dewey



Inquiry-based and project-based learning: basics

Inquiry: 

- aims at bringing out the sense of curiosity in learners

- engages the students not only with own learning but also their peers’

- helps the learner to take charge of his/her role as the source of curiosity

Project:

- revolves around either an extended or a focused project

- builds student communities

- can engage students in deeper learning 



Framework

BSCS’s model of inquiry-based learning 



From: The BSCS 5E instructional model: 

Origins and effectiveness. Colorado Springs, 

Co: BSCS, 5, pp.88-98.



Forms of engagement

- Student-focused projects (skills-based)

- Hands-on activities (problem-based)

- Anonymous Peer-feedbacking (Peer-based)

- Reporting and reflection (experience-based)



Student-focused projects (skills-based)

Reading Marathon



Reading Marathon task sheet



Steps to completing 

the marathon



Hands-on activities (problem-based)

Reality check: Survey of wages in Japan



Anonymous Peer-feedbacking (Peer-based)



Group Role Play: Peer-based feedback to anonymous classmates 



Anonymous peer-feedback examples



continued...



Reporting and reflection (experience-based)







Campus survey: Fashion and clothing





Students presenting posters 
to second-year students



Concluding remarks

- Students need hands-on activities

- Small communities help students gain confidence

- Allowing students to fish together helps them forget they are only there for 

fishing

- Teacher’s awareness of students’ engagement needs 

- It’s ok to not like feedback 
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Thank you!

ありがとうございます



Q and A


